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University of Alaska Fairbanks



INTRODUCTION

Police development in Alaska has followed a dual track. Increasingly

professionalized, full-time police forces at the state level and in urban areas constitute

one track. Native Alaska has been policed by locally recruited auxiliaries that have been

controlled and supported—on an intermittent, when-needed, basis—by external law

enforcement agents. This dual system continues today despite a formally unified

jurisdiction and authority by the state over crime, law, and order.

Conventional policing services to rural and native villages1 cannot be provided

easily or cheaply. One recently established program—the Village Public Safety Officer

(VPSO)—-has the potential for developing into an innovative alternative to the

professional policing model now being delivered, occasionally, to rural areas by the

Alaska State Troopers (AST). The VPSO program is a unique attempt to provide public

safety services in the multi-cultural and politically and legally pluralistic settings of

rural Alaska. The program begins to alter the historical trend in policing which sought

to impose “white,” western law on native communities which depended on (and

continue to use) traditional values and forms of self-help for the maintenance of order

and safety. VPSO officers perform their policing duties under the authority of state law,

yet are expected to respect community demands. If carried through, the ultimate impact

of the VPSO program could be a fully empowered, effective and accountable policing



presence that is responsive to the needs and aspirations of native communities.

This article describes the background. structure and operation of the unique VPSO

program. Descriptions and evaluations of the program also provide insights into the

feasibility and practicalities of non-conventional forms of policing in conditions

characterized by conflicting demands for policing services and their modes of delivery.

Relevant contexts for the delivery of policing services in rural Alaska are sketched

in the first section. The VPSO program and existing evaluations of it are described in the

second section. The comparative implications of the program are discussed in the last

section.



THE CONTEXTS OF PUBLIC SAFETY

IN RURAL ALASKA

Alaska’s rural areas are difficult to police. The VPSO program is constrained by, and

seeks to be effective within, six general contexts: a vast geographic setting; native

cultures that are under stress and suffer from a “plague of alcohol abuse, violence and

self-destruction”” (Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN), 1988:65); a crime rate higher

than in the state’s urban areas; long-standing legal and political conflicts over the locus



of political authority; the growth of semi-public, semi-private regional organizations;

and a precipitous decline in the state’s financial resources.



Geographic Setting

The state is vast and its climate is extreme. About 100,000 people live in the over 200

villages and settlements scattered across the 350 million acre vastness of rural Alaska.

Most of these are native villages with an ancient heritage, populated by Eskimo, Aleut,

and Indian peoples. Settlements are dispersed, isolated, often separated by vast

stretches of wilderness and not easily accessible, even by plane. Villages tend to be

small with a winter population of one to two hundred people, with economies based on

subsistence lifestyles supplemented by seasonal cash income through commercial

fishing and part-time employment. Unemployment is “cruelly high” (De Man, 1982:49).

Opportunities for wage or salaried work in the villages are rare. Prices for goods and

services are far higher than in urban areas. Villages lack an independent and taxable

economic base, hence depend on outside assistance to finance services and create

employment opportunities. (For discussions see McBeath 1982; Dryzek &amp; Young, 1985;

Olson &amp; Tuck 1982).



Culture Change and Social Problems

Native villages and lifestyles are under severe pressures. Complex patterns of alien

legal, political, and cultural norms and institutions have been imposed on native

peoples. Alaska’s native cultures, rich in such values as integrity, a genuine sense of

community, respect for the natural environment, and community self-reliance and selfsufficiency [remain] strong. But they are under assault. Rapid change is sweeping rural

Alaska, leaving in its wake uncertainty and confusion and, for too many, human misery

characterized by the many manifestations of poverty. Racism, alienation, insecurity,

isolation and despair are common place realities experienced by many Alaskans (Smith,

1982:101).

Native peoples have been forced to accommodate incongruent norms and

institutions but cannot do so easily and often resist and reject them. For example, the

enforcement and reconciliation of conflicting legal norms and social values has

presented problems to natives and to state law enforcement agents. Much of the

imported western law is simply an alien presence to local people, which descends on

them like a “travelling theatre” (Barthel et al., 1977:5). “Village people do not

understand the state justice system and the state justice system does not generally

understand the village people”” (McKenzie, n.d.:7). It is as if, in the words of an elder,

‘“state law took our laws and threw them out the window. It doesn’t seem to work for



our people anymore (cited in Otto, 1986:4; see also Conn, 1982; Hippler &amp; Conn, 1972,

1973, 1975).

Processes of change and dislocation have brought massive social problems. Alcohol

abuse is widespread. It ‘“is the root cause of almost every public safety problem and is

directly linked to almost all accidental deaths in rural Alaska” (Alaska Department of

Public Safety [AKDPS], 1980:3). Alcohol abuse also contributes to spouse and child

abuse, suicide (especially by young males), accidents, drownings, fires, and health and

mortality problems (Anchorage Daily News, 1988; Forbes &amp; van der Hyde, 1988; Otto,

1986; Segal et al., 1983; Shinkwin &amp; Pete. 1982). Native organizations have consistently

asked for more state support in their struggle against the alcohol problem.



Crime in Villages

Surprisingly little is known about the dimensions of the crime problem in rural

villages. Official data (AKDPS, annual) are not broken down by rural and urban areas,

but by agencies to which crimes have been reported, that is, either the Alaska State

Troopers or local Police Departments. Probably only the most serious crimes are reported when villages need assistance from the AST. One VPSO estimates that, in the

village he serves, “perhaps only about 10% of all alcohol related crimes and incidents

ever get reported. In a village like (name], the only crimes that get reported are the ones



perpetrated many times by the same individual. This individual is turned over to the

troopers as a last resort” (cited in Otto, 1986:3).

Studies (Angell, 1978:27; Lee, 1988:2) show a generally higher crime rate in rural

compared to urban areas. Most public order violations (e.g.. drunk and disorderly) and

serious crimes are related to alcohol abuse. One former VPSO thought that about 95

percent of his activities, over a two-year period, dealt with alcohol-related crime and

disorder (Interview). Similar conclusions on the incidence of crime and the impact of

alcohol use on crime are reached by other studies, though the exact percentages differ

somewhat (e.g., AFN, 1988:431-437; Alaska Legislature, 1981:9; Albrecht, 1981:14, 15;

Moeller, 1979; Otto, 1986:32-61 and Tables 5, 7, 8,9, 10).

The federal and state governments have sought to control the sale of alcohol to

native populations since the late nineteenth century. More recently, the state passed a

local option law in 1980 that enabled incorporated cities to ban, by public vote, the

importation and distribution of alcohol. By 1986, 67 communities had chosen to do so

(Otto, 1986:24). The local option law was amended in 1986 to allow a ban on the

possession and consumption of alcohol. By 1988, about 40 percent of all native

communities had passed some form of alcohol ordinance (U.S. Senate, 1989:94).

Political and Legal Conflicts

Political and legal arguments over who has the right to legislate and enforce alcohol

regulations are but one arena in which the imprecisely defined special relationship



between native Americans and the federal and state governments is being contested.

Questions about the nature of this special relationship have raised a host of issues

regarding the status and role of law and criminal justice in native villages. Native

organizations proclaim that the land they control is “Indian Country” (a legally unclear

yet legitimate phrase denoting political authority) and argue that traditional and

customary rights, privileges and procedures govern the making and enforcement of

law, the use of land and the processes of dispute resolution, even against

Constitutional, federal and state legal and regulatory claims to the contrary (Case, 1984;

also Prucha, 1985; Wright, 1985). There exists an emerging movement among native

leaders and organizations to establish tribal courts that will derive their authority not

from the state but through “Indian” legislation passed by the federal government or by

the retained, inherent sovereignty of native communities (Jaeger, 1986). Alaska is also a

mandatory P.L. 280 state (Public Law 83-280, passed in 1953). That law extends

concurrent criminal and civil jurisdiction by the state over natives and native lands, but

leaves quite unspecified what constitutes proper and improper interference by the state

in native affairs. The authority of state law and law enforcers (in practice, the AST) in a

wide range of matters that natives have come to see as their jurisdiction is still unsettled

or challenged.



Regional Organizations



Congress passed the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) in 1971. The Act

bestowed a financial settlement of $962.5 million on natives and granted them the right

to select 44 million acres for their own use (and extinguished all other native land rights

claims). Native groups were required to set up state-chartered regional corporations

and were given the option to establish village corporations to administer the money and

the land. Thirteen regional and numerous village corporations were chartered. Each

regional corporation established a non-profit regional corporation that serves the social,

health, educational, employment, and legal needs of the native people in its region.

Non-profits have become the channel for federal and state grant monies to rural areas

and perform many of the functions normally left to local government. These “‘quasigovernments’ are, at the regional level and in some cases at the village level, the most

significant governments in rural Alaska today” (Morehouse et al., 1984:5; also Gaffney,

1982; Morehouse, 1988). The non-profits have become partners with the state in the

administration of the VPSO program.



Declining Revenues

The state’s financial resources have declined drastically in recent years as oil prices

have tumbled on the world market. About 80 percent to 85 percent of the state’s income
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